AUDIOTAPE, SIDE 1

00:00  Arnold Munkel: Saturday night September first, 1973, and we’re up here in the Spring Grove Legion Club. We’re going to have a dance and celebrate- it’s a dance for a celebration of Joe and Vi Kornmeyer’s silver wedding. And they will be dancing from nine to one.

Bill Serburne, Hazel Omodt, Lester Storlie, Ed Erickson

00:27  unidentified waltz
01:52  unidentified waltz
04:15  unidentified waltz
06:19  Arnold Munkel: Our orchestra tonight is none other than our good friend Bill Sherburne and his troop made up of Mrs. Omodt and Lester Storlie and Ed Erickson from La Crosse.

06:43  unidentified tune
08:58  unidentified tune
11:20  unidentified tune
13:33  unidentified waltz
16:20  unidentified waltz
18:02  unidentified waltz
19:41  unidentified tune
22:04  unidentified tune
23:36  unidentified tune
25:22  unidentified waltz
27:58  unidentified waltz
30:35  “Somewhere my love”
32:10  “Sweet Georgia Brown”
33:54  “Tiny bubbles”
36:11  unidentified tune
38:21  unidentified waltz
40:52  “Ranger’s waltz”
42:29  “Stepladder waltz”
45:17  unidentified two-step with calls
47:44  unidentified two-step with calls
49:19  “Pennsylvania polka” with calls
52:24  “In heaven there is no beer”
54:15 unidentified tune
56:40 unidentified tune
58:26 unidentified tune
60:06 Arnold Munkel: Boy, there’s sure a crowd here tonight and they’re sure enjoying it.
60:16 unidentified waltz
62:42 unidentified waltz

END AUDIOTAPE, SIDE 1
BEGIN AUDIOTAPE, SIDE 2

00:00 unidentified waltz
01:36 unidentified tune
03:47 unidentified tune
05:41 unidentified tune
07:56 Arnold Munkel: Holy cats are they having fun here tonight. Here comes Joe again with the bones.
08:10 unidentified waltz
10:39 unidentified waltz
13:01 unidentified tune
15:21 unidentified tune
17:14 Arnold Munkel: Holy smokes is that Bill hot tonight.
17:17 unidentified tune
19:24 unidentified tune
22:13 “Release me”
24:42 “Your cheatin’ heart”
27:50 unidentified tune
30:39 unidentified waltz
32:51 unidentified waltz
34:50 unidentified waltz
36:43 unidentified waltz
38:54 unidentified waltz
40:50 unidentified waltz
42:43 unidentified tune
45:06 unidentified tune
46:58 unidentified tune
48:39 unidentified tune
51:18 unidentified tune
53:19 unidentified tune
55:26 unidentified tune
57:45 unidentified tune
59:27 unidentified tune
61:24 Arnold Munkel: Looks like this is soon the end of the tape. [unintelligible] but we’re gonna finish it out.
61:33 unidentified waltz
64:01 unidentified waltz [partial]